Penetration electric field and the formation of plasmaspheric shoulders and notches
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Abstract.

Sudden changes in solar wind (SW) and IMF allow outer magnetospheric E-fields to penetrate past the inner magnetosphere’s shielding layer. The intensity of this “penetration E-field” is concentrated in MLT: “active regions” (AR) are found in the predawn (PD) and pre-noon (PN) local times. A comparison study showing good agreement between simulations and IMAGE EUV data, establishes the connection between penetration and “shoulders” and “notches” that form in the PDAR, where penetration-induced plasma motion is most pronounced. Detailed analysis of EUV-observed plasmapause motion also shows both a pronounced PDAR concentration and a strong correlation with rapidly-changing SW/IMF.

The extreme ultraviolet (EUV) instrument on the IMAGE satellite [Burch, 2000] is the first mission to provide full global images of the plasmasphere on a routine basis [Sandel et al., 2000a, 2001]. EUV detects resonantly scattered solar 30.4 nm radiation, and produces images with 0.1 \(R_E\) spatial resolution (or better) every 10 minutes, allowing detailed observation of a number of meso-scale plasmaspheric features such as convection tails, “bite-outs” (or “plasma voids”), “fingers” and “shoulders” [Sandel et al., 2001; Burch et al., 2001a, b; Goldstein et al., 2002]. Plasmaspheric tails, predicted by Grebowsky [1970] and Chen et al. [1975], appear in in-situ data as “detached plasma regions” [Carpenter et al., 1993; Moldwin et al., 1994; Carpenter and Lemaire, 1997]. The other features are not as easily spotted in single-point measurements, and therefore, it is only with the advent of the EUV instrument that attention is being focused on them.

The plasmaspheric shoulder can be understood as a consequence of penetration electric field, triggered by changes in the solar wind (SW) and interplanetary magnetic field (IMF). The inner magnetosphere tends to maintain a so-called “shielding layer,” a protection against the effects of the (sunward) SW/IMF-driven magnetospheric plasma convection. The penetration of outer magnetospheric convection into the inner magnetosphere occurs in two instances, both when convection changes more rapidly than the shielding layer can compensate. If convection strengthens rapidly (e.g., after a sudden southward turning of the IMF), the shielding layer will be temporarily inadequate, and “undershielding” occurs in which a generally sunward plasma flow is imposed upon the inner magnetosphere. In the other case, a sudden weakening in convection (e.g., after a northward IMF turning) creates an “overshielding” condition, where the shielding layer overcompensates, and its “anti-sunward push” is no longer balanced by convection. As a result, overshielding imposes a net anti-sunward push on the inner magnetospheric plasma. The combination of the inner-magnetospheric anti-sunward flow, and the outer-magnetospheric sunward flow, creates a two-cell mini-convection (or “eddy flow”) pattern in the inner magnetosphere [Goldstein et al., 2002]. Plasma flows radially inward in the pre-dawn (PD) region, and is then pulled along with the outer-magnetospheric flow field, flowing eastward around the dawnside and westward around the dusk side. The two streams of deflected plasma then re-join on the dayside to flow radially inward in the pre-noon (PN) region. The stronger eddy flow occurs on the duskside. It was shown by Goldstein et al. [2002], that the PD outward flow region, or “active region” (AR), was most likely responsible for the creation of the plasmaspheric shoulder of May 24, 2000 [Burch et al., 2001a, b; Goldstein et al., 2002].

The pre-dawn active region (PDAR) is really just the narrow range of magnetic local time (MLT) where the radial flows caused by overshielding (or undershielding) are strongest. Its counterpart, the pre-noon active region (PNAR), is weaker, more spread-out in MLT. Thus, undershielding (i.e., some penetration of the external convection past the shielding layer) triggers the formation of an indentation (“notch”) in the PDAR, and a small bulge in the PNAR. In the opposite case, overshielding causes a shoulder in the PDAR and a small dent in the PNAR. Simulation results of the data-driven Magnetospheric Specification Model (MSM) [Freeman et al., 1993; Wolf et al., 1997; Weiss et al., 1997; Lambour et al., 1997] show the rough spatial and temporal characteristics of the flows imposed on the inner magnetosphere by penetration E-fields. The validity of the MSM’s penetration flow field is subject to testing via comparison with EUV global images. The severity of the PDAR shoulder or notch is naturally dependent upon the particular SW/IMF conditions driving the system. On May 24, 2000 and July 29, 2000, PDAR shoulders were created that were comparable in size to the plasmasphere itself [Burch et al., 2001a; Goldstein et al., 2002]. In several other examples, although there is good agreement between MSM and EUV (in support of the hypothetical connection between overshielding and PDAR shoulders), the shoulders observed and simulated are smaller, less pronounced than those of May and June 2000.

The opposite situation, undershielding, is also testable via MSM-EUV comparison. On March 19, 2001, a sudden increase in SW dynamic pressure produced a very pronounced PM notch in the MSM’s plasmapause. Although the subsequent time evolution of this notch shows a gradual “blurring” of the originally sharp indentation, the MSM plasmapause still bears a large (greater than 0.5 \(R_E\)) U- or V-shaped scar hours later when EUV data are available. Side-by-side comparisons of MSM and EUV plasmapauses show excellent agreement.
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Finally, from successive EUV images, the time-dependent position of the plasmapause can be analyzed to infer an equatorial penetration E-field along this boundary. In a number of cases where EUV observes large-scale motion of the plasmapause, plots of penetration field intensity versus MLT and time can be created. These plots show that the penetration field is most pronounced in the PD sector, and that it is triggered by rapid changes in the SW/IMF and PN sectors, and that it is triggered by rapid changes in the SW/IMF.
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